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Data on weight gain, turnover rates, moult and mi,•ration were obtained from 
many other species. The value of colour-•.arkin•,• ds well illustrated by the 
studies. 

Other studies carried out by the CWS have included w•;rk on the f'•d resources 
and feeding ecology of waders •n the' JamesBay coast and on brooding populations 
near North Point. Studios on the foodin C ec•lo•.•Z of the Hudso•ian Godwit 
Limosa haemastic•a wore carried out in 1976 at a second camp at Longridge 
Point about 30 milos (50 kin) north of the ringing operation. Current 
information indicates that the majority of Hudsonian Godwits •ay fly directly 
f•rom staging areas on the west coast ,of James Bay t.• South /•uorica. 
James •k•y is also an important migration area for the North American race 
of the Knob Calidris canutus tufa. This sub-species appears never. to have 
recovered completely from excessive shooting in the days of market hunting, 
and pressure on the habJ•tat used during •_•igration by those remaining is 
increasing. Considerable excitement occurred in August, when a possible 
sighting was made of two Eskimo Curlews Nu•.•or..•us .boroali.s, a species which 
has boon considered on the verge of extincti.•n, if not actually oxtinct, 
since it was practically wiped out mainly through excessive shooting in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

Work at North Point in 1975 resulted in the first breeding records for J,•mmes 
Bay of two species of waders, the Marbled Godwit Limosa fodoa and Wilson's 
Phalarope Phalaropus tricolor, both of which were f•,und breea]ing again in 1976. 

It is planned to continue the work in 1977, with a third year of the intensive 
banding opera. tion and further studies of • the feeding ecolo• of waders on the 
James Bay coast. 
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by Klaas Keepman and Jan Hulscher 

In the wsG Bulletins 16,17 and 18 methods for findin• nests of waders and 
oatching breeding birds are described. In 1975 and 1976 we cau•t several 
waders in Friesland in the north of the Netherlands, and perhaps it is 
worthwhile reporting on our methods and experiences. 

Locating nests 

In our study area most wader species brood in pastures, Oystercatchers and 
Lapwings on arable land too. Densities are relatively high: for Godwit and 
Lapwing 10,60. (mean a'bout 35), for the Oystercatcher 10-IO (mean 25) pairs/ 
100 ha. When the vegetation is not too tall an experienced observer can 
locate Oystercatchers, Lapwings and Godwits whilst they are sitting on the 
nest. If the vegetation i• rather tall the observer must scan the field first 
and take in the positions of all the birds present, then he must enter the 
field and tsd(o in those birds that rise but were not seen before. These birds 
come from the nest. A bird that has already been incubating sew0ral days, will 
either walk over a short distance before it rises, •r rise directly fr,.,m tha: 
nest. Ruff, Redshank and Snipe always rise •irectly fror• thcir nest. Birds 
coming from the nest can be recognised by their particular flight: a low 
flight over a short distance. The non-breeding bird of an Oystercatcher pair 
is often on guard, for instance standing on a fence p•lo •,r p,•lderdiko. The 
partner usually breeds in its immediate neighb•urho•.•d in the tall !•,rass. If 
one enters the field the incubating bird is bound t•'• rise. 

..o/ 
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Catching breeding waders ..... continued 

GatGh,ing th• birds on,,thei r nests 

Birds were caught on their nest with a self operating trap described by 
Bub (1974). We would like to add a description of this trap (Figure 1) 
to those described in the WSG Bulletins 16, 17 and 18. 

The •ectaugular frame is made of •oncrete reinforcin• steel .(diameter 
6-8 n•)• roof and side walls of garden or fishing not (mesh width 15 x 15 
The shortest side (a) of the trap is supported by a stick composed of 
two parts of unequal length, the upper part about 15 and the lower about 
12 cm respectively. We used bamboo sticks (diameter 20-25 mm). A piec• 
of thin black sewing-thread running from.th• lower part of the stick to 
side (b) of the trap, is stretched tightly above the eggs. When the 
bird sits down it pushes the thread downwards• this makes the two parts 
of stick to fold together, whereupon the trap tumbles down capturing 
the bird. The trap must be placed in such a position that the eggs 
are near side (a) of the trap in its dropped position. The trap should 
be approached from this side. The bird tries to escape at the other side 
where it does not harm the eggs. 

M•a•uremonts according to Bub : 

small plovers (Charadrius sp.) 

Lapwing and Redshank 

Oystercatcher 

Godwit 

35-40 x 30 x 18 c•u 

45-50 x 35 x 22 cm 

55-60 x 40-50 x 27 cm 

50-60 x 40-50 x 27 cm 

We used the Oystercatcher-tra p only, other species were successfully 
caught with it too. In our experience a trap of 55 x 40 x 27 cm is too 
small for Oystercatchers as well as for Godwits. As •inimum measurements 
we recommend 60 x 50 x 27 cm. For easy transport we used a set of four 
traps, telescoped into each other, the sr•allest.Was of .the 60 x 50 x 27 cm 
size, the other increased'in-'length and breadth with 2-3 c• each time. 

According to Bub the heart shaped cage trap mentioned in WSG Bulletin 17 
is particularly useful for [•11s, •erns and Oystercatchers. He advises 
against this trap for catching smaller waders (Charadrius). }It als• 
considers use of the elastic powered clapnet inadvisal•l• bccauso c/•/•s 
are sometimes damaged and the nest is o•ten dcsert•d. 

In two seasons we caught the following numbers (•n• of us (K) tried to 
catch all wader species, H confined himself to catching Oystercatchers): 

Oys tercatcher 
Keepman 1975 108 

1976 40 
Hulscher1975 12 

1976 109 

Godwit Lapwing Redshank Ruff 
44 9 i 1 
26 8 
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Fi•. 1. When th• foot pmd is sli• 

the tendons wi!] show betw•n the 

bon•s of the to•m. 

tendons 

ones of toes. 

wire Fig.2. Position of wire when 

inserted •.nto 

N.B. This must be on the inside of 

the le•. 

Fi•.•. Position. of wires when bird 

is stmndinM on the board. The bend ol 

the board mmkes the wire• more ri•id• 

Fi•.4. The do•ble loop knot. 

t • %• 

ß i•.5. Points of tyin.M' the leg stril 

to th• •rmwi_nF nins. If the bird is 

still •nstable, threads cm• be addedl 

in other directions. 

FIGURES FOR "A METHOD OF MAKING WADER, 

DECOYS" by I.P.Bainbridge 



The relatively high densities of Godwit and Oystercatcher enabled us to keep an 
eye on three to four traps at a time. If a trap clapps the bird mostly ccntinues 
to incubate. We therefore waited till all traps and dropped. Oystercatchers 
are easy to catch. Catching tir,•os of fiv• minutes or less frequently occurred. 
For 79 birds the mean catching ti•.•e was 24 minutes. In many cases the second 
bird of a pair was caught shortly after the first. In 30 cases this was on the 
mean 41 minutes after resetting the trap far the second time. Sometimes the 
first bird was caught again. In these cases it proved better to try again on 
another day• at another time. In o•r experience the tw• birds of a pair ,•,f 
Oystercatchers keep to a fairly constant time pattern in incubation day after 
day (this probably applies t: other species too). If the bir• had not returned 
to the nest after an hour we removed the trap. The por•uissable length of this 
period depends on the weather, We had the im•,ression (n• fif•res) that it was 
more difficult to catch Oystercatchers in the sa•_•o area duri•t• the secured year 
than during the first. 

•bout 2-4% of the Oystercatcher-pairs from which (,no or two birds were caught 
m•ndoned the nest. In three cases one of the eggs was broken. Thorefore• it 
is advisable to use dmuny eggs when possible. 

Godwits can be c9ught easily too. The shortest catching time was two minutes, 
but there were great differences between individuals. Rolative!y more birds 
than with the Oystercatcher did n•t return to the trap at all. Two birds of a 
pair can be cauf•ht with a delay of two days ,•r nero. A few individuals caught 
in 1975 were also caught in 1976. 

Lapwings are difficult to catch. The minimum catching time was 10 minutes. 
Many birds did not return to the trap at all. 

The sole Redsl,ank that was cau,,.fh'•, abandc, ned the n•.:st alt,l•,ugh it ha•. already 
incubating for a lon•' time. A•s,, (•ro Reovu was cau•ht, broo•lJn• s•all pulli, 
she returned to the trap wi'tl•in a 
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A METHOD OF ,•K. iNG WADER DECOYS 

by I.P. Bainbridge 

Over the past' few years 'the use of stuffed or preSe•.•od decoy waders for wader 
catching, particularly c,•mnon nottind'• has become c•:•umonplaco with certain groups. 
I have received several enquiries on the methods of making wader decoys. 
The simplest method is to use concentrated formalin solution to preserve the 
birds intact. This then is another use for the ,•dd wadder casualty ,,r birds 
found freshly dead. 

Before the method though• a warning about the 40% f,•rmalin solution used; 
it is a strong irritant and will sting in cuts and cause severe distress if it 
gets into an eye. It will also harden fingertips. It is thus necessary to hav• 
a supply of fresh running water at hand, in case of any accidents. I also wear 
safety go•les Formalin also has a noxious vapour and will cheke• so take care] 


